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For a d-dimensional random field X(t) define the occupation measure corresponding to the 
level a! by the Lebesgue measure of that portion of the unit cube over which X(r) 3 cy. Denoting 
this by M[X, cy), it is shown that for sample continuous Gaussian fields 
PMX, 4 > PI =exp{+*kp(l+o~l))} as ct+oO, 
for a particular functional k,. This result is applied to a variety of fields related to the planar 
Brownian motion, and for each such field we obtain bounds for kp. 
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1. Introduction 
Let W,, or simply W, denote the real-valued d-parameter Brownian sheet 
(Wiener process); i.e. Wd(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian random field with covariance 
E{ w,(s) Wd WI= Ii min( Si, tj ), (1.1) 
i=l 
where 
and 
S = (Sir l l l , Sd), t = (tl, l s . , td) 
s, tER$ ={teRd: t+O}. 
Let &j denote the unit cube in Rd, and define a fun&on V by V(x)= 0 or 1 
according as x < 0 or x - ~0. Finally write M[ W, a] for the Lebesgue measure of that 
portion of thie unit cube over which W(t) 2 a ; i.e. 
M[W,a]=j V(W(t)-a)d$. 
Id 
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Consider the case d = 2. Then M[ W, a] is the area of that portion of the unit square 
over which W takes values exceeding O. The aim of the current wark is to obtain 
information about he distributions of4W[ W, a] and similar variables generated by 
related processes. 
In the one-dimensional situation, when cl = I., it is well known that M[ W, 0) has 
an arcsine distribution, and it follows from results of Kac [4] that 
P{M[W,u]~Pj=a(2/n)“*lm 
(l-p)-“* 
K(& x) exp(-$a*~*) dx (1.3) 
where 
K(& X) = 1 - (2/7r) sin-“{[&“/(x2 - 1)]1/2). 
As a! 300, we have, either from the above or from the work of Marlow [7] that 
(1.4) 
In Section 3 below, we shall obtain an analogue of this result for the case d = 2. 
However, unlike the exact expression in (1.4) we shall only give upper and lower 
bounds for P(M[ W, CX] >/3}? which converge as p +O. When p = 0 there is an 
obvious rektionship between iM[ W, CU] and suplE 12 W(t); in fact 
(M[U/,uj>O}={sup W&-c+. 
CE 12 
W) 
Goodman [3] has obtained estimates of P{suP,,~~ W(t)> a} and our asymptotic 
results agree with his somewhat more precise results in this case. 
Other results concerning the distribution of M[ W, cw] when d = 2 have been 
obtained by Wellner [lo], who has used Monte-Carlo sampling to obtain informa- 
tion concerning the distribution of M[ W, 01. Indeed, since estimating the dis- 
tribution of M[ W, LY] by other than Monte-Carlo methods eems totally intractable 
at present, asymptotic results takt: on an importance in the two-parameter situation 
that they do not have in one dimension. 
Wellner also has an asymptotic result, although, unlike our results, which are 
asymptotic in cy, his is asymptotic in d. He shows that M[ W,, O].+: in probability as 
d+m. We plan to take up further consideration of this type of phenomenon in a 
later paper. 
In the following section we obtain a result like (1.4) for all sample continuous 
Gaussian random fields, which we then exploit in Section 3 to obtain the results of 
primary interest. 
Finally, we wish to express our gratitude to a referee for a careful reading of an 
earlier version of this paper. 
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2. A germera! redt 
For any real-valued function /( 1). I E R”, and for every rml (Y detinr: an occupa- 
tion measure M[fi CYJ by 
M[f, a] = 1 V(f(r)-ddr. 
hi 
Write Lz(Id) to denote the Hilbert space of real-valued, square-integrable functions 
on I& with inner product (m u) -jr, x(f)u(l) dr. Let X(t), IE II”, be a sample 
continuous Gaussian random field. Denote the covariancc function of X(r) by 
R(s, #), and let A denote the operator defined by 
Ax= I R( 9 , s)x(s)ds, x E L2(Id)- I d 
We use Dd to represent he space of functions on Id which are “continuous from 
above, with limits from below” in the sense of Bickel and Wichura ]I] or Straf [9]. 
Write 11 l 11 for the supremum norm on this space. Then the following theorem, which 
is the main result of this section, is a direct generalisation to Rd of Theorem 1.1 of 
Marlow [ 71. 
Theorem 2.1. As a. + 00, 
wwc +Pl =exp(-&‘kp(l+o(l))), 
where 
k, = inf{(Ax, x): x E &t M[Ax, I] > p}. 
The proof of this result is, of course, based very heavily on Marlow’s original 
proof for d = 1, although there is considerable difference in many of the details. 
Whenever possible, however, we shall refer the reader to Marlow’s proof when it 
carries over without major changes. Thus in Lemma 2.1 below, we state a finite 
dimensional version of the main result, following which we proceed to establish a 
sequence of lemmata that will enable us to extend this to the full function-space 
result. 
We note here that there is an apparent difference between Mar-low’s result and 
the above theorem specialised to d = 1 in that the function space over which the 
infimum defining kp is taken is different. Whereas we work with D1, Mat-low works 
with C,, the space of continuous functions. However, since both the infimum over 
cI and DI are equivalent to the infimum over L2(ll) ([7], Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 
2.5 below, respectively) it follows that when d = 1 Theorem 2.1 is in fact equivalent 
to Marlow’s result. 
We commence with some nolation. For each n Z= 1 set N = nd and split Id into 
the N cubes with vertices at the points (m&z, . . . , m&h), 0s HZj G n, mi integral. 
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Number these cubes Cni, i = 1,2,. . . , N in some fashion, and denote the mid-point 
of Cki by c,+ This ordering shall be considered fixed in all that follows. Note 
max{]t - c,i( : t E Cni) = d “‘/2n, where 1 l 1 denotes Euclidean distance. E%uther- 
more, for each n 3 1 define a sequence of functions Ski, i = 1,2,. . . , N by 
1 
1 if te.Cki, 
&i(t) = 
L 0 otherwise. 
If XEP is a column vector with components x1, . . . , XN define Ix]= 
maX{l&l, i = 1, . . . , IV} and for each x E RN define a function x% Dd by 
X’“‘(t) = f S,i( t).Xi, t E I& 
i = 1 
Finally, for x E RN, set Mn(x, a)= JId V(P)(t)-(u) dr. 
We can now state without proof the following lemma, whose proof is virtually 
identical to that of Theorem 2.1 of [ 71. 
Lemma2.1. Lety =(yI,. . . , yN) be a vector of zero mean, joint/y Gaussian random 
variables with covariance matrix W (possibly singu!ar). 
P{M,(y, a)>~}=exp{-~~2k~)(1+o(l))}. 
where 
k:’ =inf{x*Hx: M,(Hx, l)>p}. 
Thenasa-,~, 
Now, for any x E Cd and any n Z= 1 define an approximation R,,x in I& b:f 
(n&)(i) = i &zj ( t)x tcnj)* 
j=i 
Then an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.1 is the following finite dimensional 
version of Theorem 2.1. 
Coroillary. 
lim (l/a2)logP(M[&X, +p}= --ikgJ, 
Cl-cW 
where 
kg’ = inf(x*A,x: M,,(A,x, 1)~ p, x E RN] 
altzd An is the N X N matrix with elements R, = lE{X(C,,i)X(c,)}. 
Note k:’ does not depend on the particular choice of ordering of the N points 
C rtk 
We now require several Iemmas to be able to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1 l 
The first is due to Marcus and Shepp 161. 
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Lemma 2.2. For any sample continuous Gaussian random field X(t), t E S c Id, 
lim (1/a2)10g P{l~Xllhr}= -(2u2)-‘, 
a-+m 
where v2 = sup{Var(X(t)), t E S}. 
For 0 c h G 1, define a function e(h) by 
e2(h) = sup{E{]X(s)- X( t)l’}: 1s - tI s h ; s, t E 4). 
Then it is straightforward to establish: 
Lemma 2.3. For all t E Id, 
E{IX(t)-(Z&,X)(t))*}< ti2(d”*/2n). 
Lemma 2.4. Let x E Dd, and define 
(B,&(t) = rid c” R(t, c,i)x(cni)v te Id- 
i=l 
Then IlAx - 17,,BnxII+ 0 as n + 00. 
Proof. From the definition of the cni it immediately fellow.; ‘hat 
(&x)(t)= rid f l l l i R(t, cYl...id)X(CYl~..id) 
il=l id=1 
(24 
n 
“il...id = (@iI- 1)/(h), . . . , @id - 1)/(2n )). 
Noting that (Ax)(t) is the limit of sums such as (2. I), we have IlAx - ~,xll--+O as 
n *CO. Furthermore, since x E Dd, /Ax --ZZnAxll+ 0 as n + 00. Thus the result 
follows from the inequalities 
IlAx - j&B,,xII c IlAx - L&Ax11 +IlKAx - fl~Bnx/l 
s IlAx - r;mAxll+ /Ax --&x11* 
The proof of the following lemma is the same as that for Lemma 3.4 of [7], with 
appropriate minor changes to the references given there to results in [g]. 
Lemma 2.5. Let 
k, = inf{(Ax, x): M[Ax, l] >p, x f Dd}, 
kg = inf((Ax, x): ANlAx, l] >p, x E L&)}. 
Then 
k, = k;. 
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For every x E RN we now define a function U,x by 
(Unx)(t> = IE R(G cnj)+ t E I& WI 
j=l 
Then we have: 
Lemma 2.6. For any x E RN there exists a sequence {x,), x,,, E L2(I,), such that 
0 a ~~U~x-Ax,,#O as rn+a, : 
N N 
@) (AX,, Xm)+ C C R(C,i, Cnj)XiXj as m + 00. i=l j=l 
Proof. For m 2 1 define a function S,: R’+R’ by s,(t)= Bdmd if Itl< m-‘, and 
6,(t) = 0 otherwise, where Bd is the volume of the unit sphere in Rd. Then for any 
x E RN it is easy to establish that a sequence {x,} satisfying (a) and (b) is given by 
xm(t)= ! dn(lt-Cnil) 
i= 1 
.where m > n and t E Id. 
Lemma 2.7. Define Un : RN + Dd by (2.2), kg as in Lemma 2.5, and A,, as in the 
corollary to Lemma 2.1. Then, if 0 < p < 1, 
Proof. As for the proof of Lemma 3.6 of [7], via our Lemma 2.6. 
knma 2.8, For a zero- mean random field x(t), t E &j, 
IlQ&;x - u,,xII < e2(d 1’2/2n)xTA”x for all x E IgN. 
P:~of. From the definition of I’&, it is immediate that 
Iln,u& - U&l1 G sup{l( U,x)(s)- ( Unx)(t)12: 1s - t[ r’ d “2/2n}. 
But the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Lemma 2.3 give us, for 1s - tI < d 1’2/2n, 
I(U&)(S)-(UI~)(~)I~ = [E{ [x(s)-x(t)l jl X(Gni)Xi}]2 < 
< e2(d li2/2n )(xTA,x), 
proving the lemma. 
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This completes the sequence of necessary lemmata. We can now complete the 
proof of Theorem 2.1. Firstly we note that for 0 <p < 1, p + y = 1, and any n 
M[X, al s M[n,X q] + qx - n,xll- “4) 
so that 
P{M[X, a])P}QP(M[n,X, LYP])P)fP{((X-n,Xll>~4}. 
Similarly, 
(2.3) 
P(M[IT,X +p1~P{M[X, ~Pl)P~+~~!I~-n,~ll~~42. 
By Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 we have 
(2-4) 
lim (l/a’)log P{]]X-~~Xll>a}~ -(2,t”(d”“/2n))-I. 
a+m (23 
If we now apply the above three inequalities to the corollary to Lemma 2.1 and 
then let n + 00 and p’/‘l, we obtain 
Thus we 
lim (l/a*)logP{M[X, a]>P}= -4 lim k;). 
a+00 n+oO 
need only show 
lim k:’ = inf{(Ax, x): MEAx, l] >p, x E Cd} 
n+oO 
to complete the proof. From Lemma 2.4 we know that IlAx - HnBnxll+ 0 as n + 00. 
IfO<p<l,q=l-p,andxE&andM[Ax, l]>p,itfollowsthat 
6 <M[Ax, l]ciW[IInBn~, p]+ V(IIAX -H$,~ll-~)* 
Thus, for all n large enough, M[H,.&x, p] > p, i.e. 
Mn(pmlAnx*, l)>p 
where x*=~-~(x(c,~),...,~(c,N)). Thus 
Recall the definition of the Cni, so that the last term can be rewritten as 
n n n n _ - 
X(Cni)R(cni, cnj)x(cnj)* 
(n$)-’ C l l Q C C l n l C x(c~~...id)R(ci:,..id, . j )x(Cj:._,jd)- 
i1=1 id=1 jl=l jd= 1 
(cf. 2.1)). Now let n -+a and ptl to obtain 
Iim k;’ s kp. 
n-03 
cw 
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3. Results far specific prosesses 
We now turn to the problem of evaluating k, for specific random fields. Whereas 
in the previous section we worked with fields of general dimension d, we shall now 
restrict ourrselves to the case d = 2. Higher dimensional results can be derived by 
similar argurnents without much difficulty, so that the ease of exposition gained by 
setting d = 2 more than compensates for this seeming loss of generality. 
Unfortucately, in all the cases considered below, we have been unable to obtain 
exact expressions for kp, but only upper and lower bounds, which, however, do 
converge as 15 + 0. Fortunately, since the main result of Theorem 2.1 holds only for 
high levels (Y, one would, in applications, usually only be concerned with small 
values of p, so that the bounds we derive for k, are sharpest in the range where 
they are also of most interest. 
Totally different approaches are used to obtain the upper and lower bounds for 
k,. TD obtain the lower bound, we first note that for any set S c Zz of area 1 -p and 
any field X(rr) we have suprEs X(t) < a! implies M[X, a] < 0, so that 
P{M[X, a]>P}GP( supX(r)>olJ. 
ES 
(34 
Hence, applying Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 we obtain 
kp ~3 [sup{Vzr (X(Q), t E S)]? (34 
For each particular field X(t) we obtain a good lower bound for k, by careful 
choice of the: set S. 
To obtain the upper bound far kP, we construct a particular x E &(l,) for which 
M[Ax, l] >p, and then compute (Ax, x) which, by Lemma 2.5, provides an upper 
bound for k,. The choice of an optimal x is somewhat more involved than the 
choice of the optimal S mentioned above, and it is the author’s belief that the lower 
bounds provided below are in fact the true values of k,. 
We commence our applications with W, the Brownian sheet (or 2-parameter 
Wiener process) defined in the Introduction, for which we establish: 
Theorenr 3.1. For the 2-parameter Brownian sheet 
where 0 < p < 1 cd aP is the solution of thz equation 
1 -p = Cxfl(l --log q). (34 
Proof. To obtain the lower bound in (3.3) we apply (3.2) with S given by 
{t E I*: tlt2 G cyB}. It is easy to see that :he area of S is 1 - ~3, and that it is the 
optimal choice in the sense described above. We now obtain lthe upper bound. By 
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Lemma 2.5, 
k, = inf{(Ax, x): M[Ax, l] >/3, x E L&)). (3.5) 
Let 0 < E < 1, m-’ < min{(l -d>), G}, and write 0, for the square 0, = 
(tE I*ZJti-(1-Jj3)Jsm-‘, i= 1,2}. Define a sequence of functions x,,&) : R2 -+ R’ 
bY 
i 
c,’ tE o,, 
x,,(t) = 
0 otherwise, 
where 
&=(I-&) 
I . 
D 
m 
,fJ min[( 1 - Jp), ti] d t.. 
We shall now show that the infimum in (3.5) is not greater than (1 --x@)-~, 
computing (Ax,, x,) as m + 00. Since for m large enough Cm is strictly positilie 
can write 8 
(Axm)(t)= C,’ j- ,U(t, s)ds. 
DPV, 
bY 
we 
Writing Sh to denote the set (t E 12: Zi 2 A i = 1,2) 
R(t, s)aR([1-4,1 -@I, s), 
we note that if t E S(,-~iri, then 
so that (Ax,)(t) > (1 - E)-’ > 1, which in turn 
implies that M[Ax,, 1] > p. Thus from (3.5) we have 
k, s (Ax,, x,) = Ci2 
I I 
R(t, s) dt ds. 
D, D, 
Letting m + 00, the last expression tends to (1 - f:)-‘( 1 - ~>)-‘. Noting that I was 
arbitrary completes the proof. 
Figure l(a) gives the two bounds for k, obtained in (3.5),0 < 6 < _?2. 
The Brownian sheet we have just discussed is, of course, only one of the two 
natural generalisations of the Wiener process to the planar case. The other is given 
by Levy’s two-parameter Brownian motion, which we denote by B(t). -This process 
is a zero mean Gaussian field with covariance function 
E{B(t)B(s))=;{ltl+lsl-It-sl}. 
It is not difficult to adapt the proof of the previous theorem to obtain an upper 
bound for kp of [fi(l -@)I-’ for 0</3 < 1. However the derivation of the lower 
bound is somewhat more involved, and the optical choice of S depends on the value 
of p. If p < 1 - $n, we choose S to be {t E 12: ICI < h, 1 where A, is defined by 
1 -p = (A$- 1)1/Z_ tAgkin_*[(A;- 1J”2/h,] -sin-‘[hpl ]I, (3.6) 
while if p > 1 -$7F S is best chosen to be {f E Z2: (tl s 2[( I- p)/#‘}. These choices 
lead to the following result, depicted graphically in Fig. 1 (b), for 0 < p < $. 
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(a) (b) 
2*5 
2*0 
14 
l*O , 
15 
F 
l l *2 a3 4 l 5
Fig. 1. Graph of bounds for ka against p. 
(a) Upper and lower bounds for the Brownian sheet. 
(b) Upper and lower bounds for Levy’s 2-parameter process. 
(c) Lower bound for the 2-dimensional &ownian bridge. 
(d) Lower bound for the 2-dimensional Kiefer process. 
Thestem 3.2. For Levy’s two-parameter Brownian Motion, 
k~+F2(1-Jp)]-‘, o<p<1, 
k,p G 
{ 
oqs1--lt/4j 
[4(1-p)/ep2 i-ftf4q3<1, 
W’)(i):= W(r)-(t,tj)W(f, i), 
K(r)r W(S)- tl Wyl, t$): 
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functions of these processes the analysis used above to obtain upper bounds for ks 
seems to be very weak for these processes, so that we have not c;xried it out fully. 
The lower bounds, however, are somewhat easier to obtain, alt:hough computing 
the areas of the sets S involve some tedious integrations. Define afi to be the 
solution of the following equation, in which we write RP for $(l-~46P)1/2: 
P=2R,-($+R,)log(++RB)+($-RB)log(&RP). (3.7) 
Then for the Brownian bridge WO, the optimal choice of S turns out to be all of I2 
except hat part bounded by the lines tl f2 = $- Rfi and tl t2 = 3 + R,. 
This gives us: 
Theorem 3.3. For the two-parameter Brownian bridge, 
k,=G,‘, O<p==l, 
where a0 is defined via (3.7). 
This bound is illustrated in Fig. l(c). 
Finally, define E@ by 
1-p =[l -(l -4q$“]+2ep log{[l +(l-4#‘]/[1 -(l-4~#‘]}. (3.8) 
Then, for the Kiefer process, an optimal choice of S leads to S = 
{t E I*: t, t,(l - t,) < Q), which immediately gives us the following result, depicted 
graphically in Fig. 1 (d). 
Theorem 3.4. For the two-dimensional Kiefer process 
i++p’, o<p<1, 
where i+ is defir*ted by (3.8). 
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